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Artificial Intelligence projects 
in the public administrations of Japan



Background

Effective and 
Valuable 

services for 
citizens

Efficiency of 
Public 

administrations

Public Safety Infrastructures
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Various service requests from citizens
24h365d services
Personalized services
Population

127,000thousands

Decrease in government staffs
Central government

341 thousands staffs(2018)
Local governments

3,384 thousands staffs  (2017)

Compliance to complex legislations and rules

Prevent the crimes and 
accidents
Number of Crimes

817,338
Number of Traffic accident

43,0601
(2017)

Monitor and Maintain the 
infrastructures  
Roads

1,279,511.9 km
Rivers

144,031.4km
Number of Bridges
(over 2m) 691,901
Number of Tunnels

10,619
(2017-4-1)

AI is essential technology for public administrations. 



Type of AI services

Inquiry and consultation

• Text information

• Conversation

Monitor and inspection

• Sensor Information

• Image information

Matching services

• Nursing facility for children

• Nursing facility for aging citizens

Predictive analysis

• Crime

• Weather

• Traffic

Information management

• Tag, Classification

• OCR

AI with robot
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Chatbot

Translation

Heatmap

Recognition

Big data analysis

Image recognition

Pattern matching

AI related technologies



Status of AI projects
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 There are many AI project in Japan.

Effective and 
Valuable service 
for citizens

Efficiency of
Public 
administrations

Public Safety Infrastructures

Inquiry and 
consultation

◎Service
PoC
Product

◎Service
PoC
Product

Monitor and 
inspection

〇Service ◎Service ◎Service
PoC
Product

Matching 
services

◎Service
PoC

◎Service
POC

Predictive 
analysis

〇PoC 〇Service

Information 
management

◎Service

AI with robot 〇PoC

Service stage : Administrations use Ai in their services.

PoC stage : Administrations check the effectiveness and efficiency of AI.

Product stage : Private sectors provide new AI product or services. But there are before implementation.



AI Concierge (Kawasaki city)
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List of the day that the garbage gathered

How to abundant bottles

How to separate my garbage

I inform you the rerated information.

Please click the following button.

How to recycle.

How to abandon electronic appliance.

AI show you services.

You can use free 

word by using  the 

bottom field.

There are various services for personal 

needs. So municipality staff spent 

much time for responding citizen’s 

inquiries.

Solution

This dialogue service provide the 

following inquiries,

- Nursing

- Moving

- Garbage

- Residence Registration 

- Application

The Place you deliver it.
Link to web page 

of the service 

Free key word

AI Concierge

Cloud 
service

Service StageUse case 1

Data models



AI Assignment of nurseries (Saitama city)

 AI assign nurseries to  each child in consideration of parental requests
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A few seconds

300 nurseries

Assign by 30 staffs.

It spend 1 week.

I like both X nursery 

and Z nursery.

I like Y nursery.

I dislike Y nursery.

Anywhere.

My child has an allergy.

There are various requests from parents.

8000 children

Before AI

AI

The result is almost same.

Service StageUse case 2

Data model



Care Plan Assistant(Fukuoka city)
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 CPA engine recommend care plans to care managers by using AI.

Welfare facilities

Database

Accumulation of 

care plan data

Knowledge of 

care specialist

CPA engine

Recommended 

care plan

Matching between the care 
plan and welfare facilities

http://welmo.co.jp/

Care manager

Service StageUse case 3

Data model

Data model

http://welmo.co.jp/


Tokyo Metropolitan Police

 Tokyo metropolitan police will analyze signs of crimes from 2019-4.
 Sign (7000cases/year) --- 60 thousands case data from 2010. 

• A stranger speak to a person on road.

• A stranger follow a passerby

 In the test operation, Police arrested a suspicious person
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Figure

Height

Clothes

Conversation

Data model of Strangers

Service StageUse case 4

AI predict the location PatrolCitizens send reports

History 
of crime



Challenges

AI

PoCs,

Use Cases

Data

(Fuel for AI)

Rules

Human 
resources
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Open data

Base registries

Data quality

Ethics

Responsibility

Intellectual properties

Privacy

Training

PoC stage

Product stage

Service stage

Barrier

Lack of interoperability

- Data standard

- Quality of data



AI in administrations

 There is a big possibility for AI. So, we would like to try and improve 
many cases.

 Most of ministries start AI projects in the central government. The 
promotion for municipalities are important. 

9Research institute for Local government(2018-7)
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34

117

16

770

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

Service

PoC

Planning

No Plan after PoC

No Plan

AI in municipalities(n=935)
*There are 1740 municipalities in Japan



Roadmap

 We will publish a national AI strategy soon.
 Administrations are one of the target users.
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Initial phase

•There are many  big data projects.

•There are many AI PoCs.

•Citizen recognize AI as a emerging Technology

•Government is developing an interoperability framework.

Implement phase

•There are many stand alone AI services.

•Citizen use AI in their life.

•Government and municipalities will implement the interoperability framework.

Maturity phase

•AI become to our partners

•Citizen collaborate with AI

We are here.
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For more information

Kenji Hiramoto
Cabinet Secretariat

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
hiramoto-kenji@meti.go.jp

Hiroki Yoshida
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

yoshida-hiroki2@meti.go.jp



APPENDIX
USE CASES
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AI recommendation for a migration (Itoshima city)

 Itoshima city promote 
migration from large 
cities
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Staffs of Itoshima city

Other city’s residences

AI

Profile:

Age

Gender

Family

Hobby

- - -

Persons who is 30-50 years old 

focus on the following issues.

Distance for school

Safety

Your type 

Transportation

School

Community

ShoppingSafety

Hospital

Recommended Area by AI 

Transportation

School Community

Shopping

SafetyHospital

Favorite

Fukae area

Consultation 

by using AI recommendation

AI learn from the result of 

consultation.

PoC Stage



My city report (Chiba city)
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Evaluated by AI

1. No damage

2. Damaged

3. Maintenance

AI

Citizen’s reporting system :
Chiba-repo

An official car with camera

The app will find road damage 

and send pictures to the server 

to take photos automatically.

The AI use the deep learning 

technology.

 AI will find road damage, automatically

 This solution is more efficient than a person can inspect it, and it is 
possible to grasp the state of the road in a wide range.

Check and feedback

Next generation 

citizen’s reporting system 

Service Stage



Kyoto Prefecture Police

 Crime prediction system(2016-10 - )
 100thousants crime history data ->  Kyoto police arrested over 30 cases. 

 Officer can check the possibility of crimes on their map.

• The map indicate the focus area by color.
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Suspicious

person

Attention!     

(Snatch)

Suspicious     

Bike

Service Stage



Maintenance of banks

 There are many rivers in Japan. MLIT and municipalities spend a lot 
of time and cost to maintain of the banks .
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http://www.yachiyo-eng.co.jp/e/

http://www.yachiyo-eng.co.jp/topics/gogango.html

Inspection by specialist

1. Once or twice a year, Specialist 

take photos and memos by their 

foot.

2. They make the panorama photo 

and put the memos on the p

3. They prioritize the part that need 

maintenance.

There are some cracks in the red areas.

10000 Photo with deep learning technology

AI

Product Stage



Rust on infrastructure

 There are many old bridges made of iron.

 They conducted simulations to improve the efficiency of 
inspections.
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Weather data

- Temparature

- Rain

- Time of sunshain

- Wind

- Moisture

Rust-related data

(Monthly from 2013 to2014)

Prediction by AI

PoC Stage



AI for family register process (Oosaka city)

 The family register law is complicated. This work requires expertise 
and experience. Less experienced staffs spend more time on 
contacting the branch of the Ministry of Justice(MOJ).
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Question 

from Citizens

Answer from staffs

Rare 

Case

Ask to the AI AI provide the answer       

Natural language

Ontology

Studied 18000 case

2 city branches use it on 2018.

They will expand to all branches.

Before AI,MOJ sometimes spend 2 or 3 weeks to answer it.

Service Stage



Speech writing support in congress
Situation:

Civil servants spend a lot of time on writing Minister’s 
answering speech for congress session.

Our solution:
To shorten time to write the speech, we did a 
demonstration program to create a supporting system 
with AI which includes  
(1) A search engine for similar past questions from 

congressmen
(2) A function to extract the points of the speech to 

answer

Result:
Half of people who tried using this answered that they 
couldn’t get useful suggestions.

Next step:
We are now researching for 
(1)the needs of users, 
(2)possible data sources
(3)possible AI technologies we can apply into the system
and then plan to create another beta version of the 
system.  
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PoC Stage



Big data-STATS (AI for Economic Index)

 METI provide economic index by using AI. This is new approach to make 
index. METI publishes it once a week.
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1. AI for filtering SNS messages

2. AI for evaluate SNS message’s feeing

SNS

Today, there is along line in 

front of my restaurant. 

Very busy day!

Stock market is good. 

But my salary don’t rise!

I don’t feel economic 

growth.

(Positive)

(Negaitive)

Message about economy

(SNS Economy index)

Message about job

(SNS IIP index)

PoC Stage



Robot car for rural area

 There are many ageing citizens in rural area. The aging citizens can 
go out by robot cars.
 This project aims to make community model. 
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Hospital

Municipality 

service

Robot car

Station

Robot car

Control center Call
from smart phone

Course guide

For winding road and unclear road

Mountain area“Michinoeki”

Community 

station
Shop

PoC Stage



Robot in the City Hall (Fujieda-city)

 Fujieda-city use a robot for information service.

 The robot is a concierge of the city hall.
 He can inform sections, events and tourist information.
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- Talk with citizens

- Move in the reception hall

- Display the maps

Service Stage



Robot for infrastructure maintenance

 There are  many old infrastructure in Japan.
 150 thousands bridges that are over 15m.

 9 thousands tunnels
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Wire inspection robot for bridges 
http://www.mlit.go.jp/sogoseisaku/maintenance/_gppdf/ko18.pdf

Sewer inspection robot

Cracks
Repaired hole

Spring water

www.mlit.go.jp/sogoseisaku/maintenance/_gppdf/ko23.pdf

Drone

Car mounted Robot

Hanged Robot

Sucker Robot

Pole type Robot

Dam inspection robot
http://www.mlit.go.jp/common/001125345.pdf

http://www.mlit.go.jp/common/001125338.pdf

Product Stage



Robot for aging society
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http://robotcare.jp/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/List-

of-commercialized-equipment.pdf

Therapy Robot ”Paro”

http://www.aist.go.jp/aist_j/press_release/pr2004/pr20

040917_2/pr20040917_2.html

http://rtc.nagoya.riken.jp/RIBA/

Powered suit

RIBA（Robot for Interactive Body Assistance)

 Japan is aging society. Nursing services need more support staffs. It is very 
hard works to support aging persons.
 People aged 65 or older will make up more than 38 per cent of the population in 2065. 

Product Stage


